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The importance of designing well simulation-based analysis.

- **Power** analysis on ‘are the expected outcomes of different configurations of parameters the same’?
- Power is $1 - P(\text{Type II error})$
  - Roughly, $P(\text{test='outcomes are different' | outcomes are different})$
  - “The value that seems to be more commonly accepted is 80%”
- “We need to encourage researchers to be more precise in the determination of the number of runs”

Adapted from Secchi, Seri, Computational and Mathematical Organization Theory, 2017 [Secchi, Seri 2017]
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Abstract

Statistical power is an inherent part of empirical studies that employ significance testing and is essential for the planning of studies, for the interpretation of study results, and for the validity of study conclusions. This paper reports a quantitative assessment of the statistical power of empirical software engineering research based on the 103 papers on controlled experiments (of a total of 5,453 papers) published in nine major software engineering journals and three conference proceedings in the decade 1993–2002. The results show that the statistical power of software engineering experiments falls substantially below accepted norms as well as the levels found in the related discipline of information systems research. Given this study’s findings, additional attention must be directed to the adequacy of sample sizes and research designs to ensure acceptable levels of statistical power. Furthermore, the current reporting of significance tests should be enhanced by also reporting effect sizes and confidence intervals.
Statistically Meaningful Counterfactual Analysis
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Steady-State Analysis: Market Selection

**Arbitrary** choice of
- Number of sims
- Warmup period
- Time horizon
from [Kets et al. 2014]

**Automated** choice of
- Number of sims
- Warmup period
- Time horizon

MultiVeStA
Same as analytical solution
from [Bottazzi, Giachini 2019]

Agents wealth at steady state

Does the market price match $\pi^*$?
A Methodology for Ergodicity Diagnostics

1. Perform autoBM and autoRD for given $\alpha$-$\delta$

2. Both algorithms successfully terminate
   - NO: Increase resources or consider transient analysis
   - YES: Results of algorithms significantly different

3. Results of algorithms significantly different
   - NO: Horizontal means fail normality test
   - YES: Violations observed. Consider transient analysis

4. Horizontal means fail normality test
   - NO: No violations observed. Return computed results
   - YES: Violations observed. Consider transient analysis
Our Proposed Approach to Simulation-Based Analysis

- **Handcrafted**
  - Mainly manual process
  - Time-consuming
  - Problems with replicability
  - Error-prone
    - Modify model, interpret CSV
  - Ad-hoc implementations
  - Reliability? Efficiency?

- **Statistical Model Checking**
  - Automatic
  - Time-saving and Reproducible
  - Promotes use of standard analysis
  - Reference implementation
  - Reliable and Efficient
MultiVeStA: SMC For Discrete-Event Simulators

Decides number of steps and of simulations, and performs analysis by interacting with the simulator.

Performs basic tasks as required by MultiVeStA: reinitialize, perform one step, evaluate observation.

Can be kept to a 'minimum complexity' No need to implement analysis techniques.

Returns to the user plots and CSV files with estimated means, confidence intervals, …
MultiVeStA: SMC For Discrete-Event Simulators

MultiVeStA Client

MultiVeStA Server 1 -> Simulator Instance 1

MultiVeStA Server 2 -> Simulator Instance 2

MultiVeStA Server N -> Simulator Instance N

MultiVeStA Client

Post-processing
- Ergodicity Diagnosis
- Compare results t-test & power

Steady state Analyser
- Auto Replication & Deletion
- Auto Warmup Estimation
- Auto Batch Means
- More to come

Transient Analyser
- Auto Transient Analysis
- More to come

Visualizer
- Plotter
- CSV Generator

Further features
- More to come
MultiVeStA: SMC For Discrete-Event Simulators

Parallelization study

Runtime over sequential one

Parallelism degree

~15 days
~15 hours

Prediction Market
MacroABM
Optimal speedup

Java
Python
R
C++
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